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“ What, exactly, does a poet do?”
“For me, being a poet begins with watching.”

Thematic connections
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Poetry
Creativity
Writing
Observation
Animals
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Vocabulary
curious (adj.); clipping (n.); shingle (n.);
whisking (v.); reptile (n.)
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Things to think about
before reading the book
1. The story takes place in Brooklyn, a part of
New York City, during the 1940s. Research and
discuss some of the ways life at that time and
place would be different from today.
2. The two main characters in this story meet
at the zoo. If you have ever visited a zoo, write
a few paragraphs about what you remember.
What did you like best about your visit? What
did you like least?
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Questions to reflect on
after reading the book
1. Jonathan is a young boy, yet he takes the
city bus and visits the zoo by himself. Do you
think this would be a smart thing to do today?
Do you think it was different in the 1940s?
2. How would your describe the way
Marianne is dressed? Why do think she prefers
to wear such unusual clothing?
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3. At first, Jonathan thought that Marianne
might be a scientist. Why did he think this?

3. Choose a different animal from the list in
#2 and write a poem using at least two similes.

4. Do you think there are some skills that
poets and scientists have in common? What are
they? In what other jobs would these skills also
be useful?

4. Look again at the page where Jonathan
and Marianne visit the lizards at the reptile
house, and read the second stanza aloud. Do
you hear any consonant sounds that repeat? Do
you hear any vowel sounds that repeat? Which
ones? Look at an object close to you and write
one sentence describing it. Now try to revise
your description so that at least one vowel or
consonant sound repeats.

5. Jonathan and Marianne spend the most
time at the reptile house. Look again at the
other animals that Jonathan sees at the zoo.
Which ones would you be most interested in
watching? Why?
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Activities
1. A simile is a comparison using “like” or
“as.” In this story, the author uses at least ten
similes. Listen to or read the story again and list
as many of them as you can.
2. Personification (giving human qualities to
animals or objects) is another tool that writers
use to make their writing more lively. For each
of the following animals — tiger, bear, monkey,
sloth, lizard, eagle — identify several human
qualities that you associate with it (a beaver,
for example, might be “busy,” “ambitious,” or
“hard-working.”) Then write a poem about
your animal using personification.
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5. Of the five senses — sight, sound,
smell, touch, taste — which one is the
most frequently used in this story? Turn
to any page in the book and describe the
illustration using one of the other senses.
6. Take a journal or a few sheets of blank
paper and sit in the same place for at least
10 minutes. Make notes about what you see,
then use your notes to compose a poem or a
short story about your observations.
7. Haiku is a traditional form of
unrhymed poetry that often describes
something in nature. Find some examples
of haiku and read them aloud. Count the
syllables and the lines. How many are there
of each? Write your own haiku based on one
of the animal illustrations in the book.
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